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Attorney files Criminal
Complaint against
I.R.S.I.R.S.-C.I.D. agents!

Shreveport, LA — on December 18, Attorney
Tommy Cryer filed a criminal complaint with the
U.S. Attorney’s office, requesting that four agents
from the Criminal Investigative Division of the
IRS be investigated and prosecuted for violating
26 U.S. C. § 7213, and requesting an investigation into perjury to the Grand Jury.
It is highly unlikely, for obvious reasons, that
this complaint will be the subject of a news release from the IRS or the DOJ, or even picked up
by any news media, so we have reproduced the
pertinent contents of Attorney Cryer’s letter to
the U.S. Attorney for your consideration.
December 18, 2007
Mr. Earl M. Campbell
U.S. Attorney’s Office
300 Fannin Street, St. 3201
Shreveport, LA 71101
RE: Criminal Complaint Jimmy H. Sandefur et al.
Dear Mr. Campbell:
I recognize that your position, just as any other,
requires that you perform duties that you do not relish. And I realize that the subject matter of this correspondence and its enclosures presents one of those
occasions. However, I also realize that you and I,
both sworn to uphold the law, have no right to pick
and choose which laws we will honor and which we
will neglect.
You are, no doubt, going to be subjected to pressures to ignore that duty in the instant, but your oath
was not directed to those that will be exerting that
pressure. No matter what the consequences, you
must keep that obligation as sacred as the One to
whom you made it. As you well know, I have sacrificed much and risked all in order to fulfill my like
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obligation, so I am neither expecting nor demanding
any more of you than I do of myself. It may be helpful to recall the words of Justice Brandeis in Olmstead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 485 (1928):
“Decency, security and liberty alike demand
that government officials shall be subjected to
the same rules of conduct that are commands
to the citizen. In a government of laws, existence of the government will be imperilled if it
fails to observe the law scrupulously. Our Government is the potent, the omnipresent
teacher. For good or for ill, it teaches the whole
people by its example. Crime is contagious. If
the Government becomes a lawbreaker, it
breeds contempt for law; it invites every man
to become a law unto himself; it invites anarchy. To declare that in the administration of
the criminal law the end justifies the means —
to declare that the Government may commit
crimes in order to secure the conviction of a
private criminal — would bring terrible retribution. Against that pernicious doctrine this
Court should resolutely set its face.”

These words become piercing when, as in my
case, the government commits crimes in order to attempt to secure the conviction of an innocent citizen.

Criminal Complaint
Please accept the enclosed document as my formal criminal complaint against Special Agent Jimmy
H. Sandefur, Special Agent Darrin A. Heusel, Special
Agent Jude Armand and Special Agent Student
Trainee Patrick Potter for numerous felony violations
of 26 U.S.C. 7213, which statute provides in pertinent
part:
26 U.S.C. § 7213. Unauthorized Disclosure of
Information.
(a) Returns and return information
(Continued on page 2)
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************************BREAKING NEWS***************************
Becraft blocks IRS prosecution; Lucky Bennett walks free:
Jury HUNG after trial on conspiracy & tax evasion charges.
Details in next Liberty Tree.
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(1) Federal employees and other persons
It shall be unlawful for any officer or employee of
the United States or any person described in section 6103(n) (or an officer or employee of any
such person), or any former officer or employee,
willfully to disclose to any person, except as
authorized in this title, any return or return information (as defined in section 6103(b)). Any
violation of this paragraph shall be a felony punishable upon conviction by a fine in any amount
not exceeding $5,000, or imprisonment of not
more than 5 years, or both, together with the
costs of prosecution, and if such offense is committed by any officer or employee of the United
States, he shall, in addition to any other punishment, be dismissed from office or discharged
from employment upon conviction for such offense.

The numerous commissions of this felony crime
are specifically enumerated in the attached complaint
and supported by the exhibits thereto consisting of the
respective perpetrators’ own written confessions in
the form of memoranda of interviews and correspondence evincing these felony violations per se. Your attention is directed to, in particular, Barrett v. U.S., 51
F.3d 475 (5th Cir. 1995) and Gandy v. U.S., 234 F.3d
281 (5th Cir. 2000).
Violations of Grand Jury Secrecy
In addition to the criminal complaint please accept
this letter as my formal request, insistence, on your
initiation of contempt proceedings against Special
Agent Sandefur for the 18 (known) and Special Agent
Heusel for the one (known) violations of Federal Rule
of Civil Procedure 6 in their gratuitous and totally improper and unlawful disclosure of Grand Jury proceedings, all equally well documented and established
by their own written confessions and correspondence.
Although I have every right to initiate such a proceeding (See In Re Grand Jury Investigation, 610
F.2d 202 (5th Cir. 1980)) out of respect for you and
your office I want to first afford you an opportunity to
present these violations to the Court. I would consider
my doing so prior to affording you that opportunity to
be an unnecessary and unwarranted embarrassment
to your office, incorrectly suggesting a lack of confidence in your willingness or ability to recognize the
same and take appropriate action.

Request for Investigation and Prosecution
of Perjury Charge
Finally, I hereby make formal request that you investigate the apparent commission of perjury in testimony before the Grand Jury and initiate appropriate
prosecution therefor. As you are aware the Grand Jury
was falsely informed through testimony by someone
that I had concealed income in the two brokerage accounts belonging to a trust I had established to protect my then disabled, now deceased, wife from her
nefarious son. You are also aware that there was no
income in either account during either subject year.
That false testimony was the basis for the evasion
charges returned by the Grand Jury, which charges
proved warrantless and false as evinced by your election to drop those charges on the morning of the trial.
Since you were personally involved in that Grand
Jury proceeding you, as well as the Grand Jury, our
entire criminal justice system and, most directly, I are
all victims of that crime. You do know who testified
falsely to that body and I respectfully demand
that you take appropriate action.
With kindest personal regards, I remain,
Respectfully yours, Tommy K. Cryer

Tommy
Cryer
to speak at
SAPF HQ
Saturday, February 9, 2008
8:00 PM
Don’t miss the opportunity to hear this seasoned
attorney speak about his criminal trial experience,
his acquittal by the jury, and his subsequent complaints against the IRS agents who formerly investigated him!
LISTEN ONLINE AT
www.save-a-patriot.org/media/meetings.html

An editorial by Dick Greb

“None are so hopelessly enslaved as those who
falsely believe they are free.” —Johann Wolfgang
von Goethe. This truism isn’t just an observation; it’s the
major ingredient in the recipe for slavery. To institutionalize an oppressive tyranny, the tyrant must control what
people think and believe. Once a people accept their slavery as “freedom,” their slavery will no longer trigger their
innate desire to be free. At least, the hope of controllers is
that the vast majority of the population can be conditioned
that way.
It must be recognized that thought control is just another
aspect in the science of control. Methods are studied and
refined to the most efficient means of influencing the
opinions, habits, and actions of the greatest number of
people. To a totalitarian, time and money spent to research
mechanisms of control pays off in the long run.
For long-range globalist planners, intelligent and selfreliant citizens are not exactly an asset. To change citizens
into sheep, propaganda might be supplemented by promoting chemicals to impair health and mental ability. The
educational process may be subverted to undermine the
advance of knowledge and destroy any love for learning.
Eventually, all progress of knowledge may be channeled
into fields which further governmental control, such as
surveillance and technology like TASERs, sound cannons,
and weather modification. Otherwise, useless trivial pursuits may be encouraged to occupy people’s attention. All
of these methods help make the populace less inclined to
resist oppression.

Handling the pressure. But alas, there are always
malcontents. For subversive freedom lovers who refuse to
acquiesce in slavery, the Matrix movie trilogy and Ira
Levin’s “This Perfect Day” demonstrate how prudent social planners leave some avenues of release for the hostility that naturally results from oppression. These pressurerelief valves route the forces of social eruption into
safe — i.e., controlled — channels of action. Indeed, any
totalitarian system would likely be destroyed if not for a
proper relief mechanism. A good illustration, perhaps, is a
pressure cooker — without a regulator to control the es-

cape of the steam, it would explode in short order.
It would be a mistake to think those in power have
given no attention to controlling the channels by which
political and social dissatisfaction can be expressed. For
example, consider the “protest areas” set up for those
picketing IMF or WTO meetings: blocks away from the
very people intended to receive the protesters’ messages.
Protesting closer to the meeting usually leads to dealing
with riot or SWAT police. This scenario involves at least
a two-fold approach to control.
First, the more moderate elements of the opposition can
release some of the pressure built up in them by participating in a protest rally, albeit one deprived of relevance by
the lack of exposure to the people they are protesting. This
controlled release reduces pent-up energy below the critical mass necessary to spur people to action. In so doing, it
also reinforces this ineffective strategy in protestors’
minds as a model for their future actions.
The protester who fails to recognize that his “protest” is
really a defeat, because those he wanted to influence haven’t even seen him, is like a slave who thinks he’s free. His
ineffective “protest” still satisfies his desire to “do something,” and so he continues on the same course, even if
ineffective or detrimental to his cause. As a result, his resources are kept from more productive channels.

Chipping away at the margins. Meanwhile,
more radical protestors, recognizing the uselessness of
“protest areas,” ignore such restrictions to deliver their
message despite the likelihood of an encounter with
“policemen” armed like soldiers (if not actual soldiers).
Unfortunately, any resulting criminal charges, prosecution,
and possible conviction for real or imagined infractions is
a convenient way for government, yet again, to marginalize them and their cause.
Such protestors are now channeled into a different type
of protest, defending themselves against government officials, which diverts resources from their original purpose;
in this example, protesting the actions of predatory global
financial institutions. Money, time, energy and ideas are
diverted into combating the erosion of the rights to assemble and speak freely. The extra burden of this expense
drives potential participants and even less-committed present participants away from the cause. This criminalization of those least willing to compromise (i.e., the most
fervently committed) drives a wedge between them and
their supporters, most of whom belong to the more moderate, “safer“ center. This time-tested divide and conquer
tactic is effective because people forget that once the
“extremists” — who are just the 5 or 10 percent of the
cause furthest from the center — are disposed of, those
who were previously just to the center of them become the
new “extremists,” ready for the next round of divide and
(Continued on page 4)
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conquer. Moreover, since this process must always result in
the centralization of thought, an extra advantage to enslavers is that each successive round of extremists is less
extreme, and less inclined to resist, than the one before.

What a waste! A key element of these control mechanisms is the wasting of resources. Every dollar the government can force you to spend defending against trumped-up
charges, or on fines and penalties, or chasing down rabbit
trails after false theories, is another dollar diverted from the
cause of truth and liberty. A government which cares as
little about truth or liberty as ours may even have an incentive to encourage the wasteful application of resources by
promoting false, even dangerous, theories. Prudence dictates that one should always be
vigilant in scrutinizing new
theories, recognizing that these
types of control mechanisms
exist. Of course, it would be
foolish to believe that government is responsible for the introduction of all wild theories
circulating through the patriot
community. Misguided, even
well-meaning people have invented a fantastic array of
theories to explain the critical
condition of our liberty today.
Worse, there are unscrupulous
people willing to take advantage of anyone they can by
promoting anything that will facilitate the transfer of dollars from the latter to the former. Be on constant guard
against all such diversions.
LWRN, the anti-control device. With Liberty
Works Radio Network on the air, we can start chipping
back at the media monopoly that keeps people in the dark
about so much of what is going on: the North American
Union of the U.S. with Canada and Mexico through the illegal Security and Prosperity Partnership; Radio Frequency Identification tags imbedded into virtually every
product, and eventually (the one-worlders hope) into every
one of us; the known dangers of fluoridation of water supplies as well as the uncharted dangers from genetically altered organisms in our food supply. Help us snap the
American people out of the trance induced by the megacorporation-controlled media through LWRN, a Patriotcontrolled over-the-air talk radio network. Convince concerned family members, friends and neighbors to become
members of LWRN Fellowship for a mere 27¢ a day. Have
them visit www.libertyworksradionetwork.com for
more info, and hand out as many LWRN promotional DVDs as you can! Together we can stand —
or separately — you will be stood on!

 One DVD for 5 FRNs
 10 DVDs for 40 FRNs
This DVD is just what you need to recruit members for
the Liberty Works Radio Network. Members can join for
99 FRNs a year — just 27¢ a day!
The 20-minute video* comes in an attractive case with:
A promotional flyer and invitation to join.
Application form for LWRN Fellowship.
Instructions on using the DVD to recruit new
members.
To order, send FRNs or totally blank POSTAL money
order to:
SAPF, P.O. Box 91,
Westminster, MD 21158.
Be sure to specify number of copies and “LWRN
DVD” in your order.
*Also includes over 40 minutes of interviews with endorsing Patriots.

